GAMING INVESTIGATOR
Overview
The NEW KobetronTM Gaming Investigator product series offers the GI-4000
Gaming Investigator, a critical 3rd Party “hand-held” verification tool specifically
designed for a variety of applications such as, a Central System with remote Video
Lottery Terminals (VLT’s), Server Based Games or Slot Machines tied to a Back
End System.
The Kobetron GI-4000 Gaming Investigator’s ability to verify game programs by
acting as a 3rd Party, along with verifying individual memory and CompactFlash
devices, sets it apart from any other verification tool.

Features

Benefits

♦ Replaceable Lithium-Ion Battery

♦ Allows user to quickly change

Designed for Compliance,
Investigation and Audit

battery pack on the fly.

♦ CompactFlash Card

♦ User can verify CompactFlash The GI-4000 Gaming Investigator utilizes
the latest technology to verify game data
located in:

cards without using a Laptop.

♦ SHA-1 Signature

♦ Supports

40-digit SHA-1
signatures on gaming devices.

♦ Backlit LCD Display
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♦ User can control backlighting
depending on room brightness.

♦ Increased Verification Speed

♦ Minimizes personnel’s overall
time spent for device verification.

♦ Adapter Compatibility

♦ All existing GI-3000 adapters can The unique KobetronTM signatures provide
be used with the GI-4000.

♦ User Defined Settings

♦ Preferred signature type, baud
rate and device verification times
can be selected.

High Performance in
a Hand-held Unit

Levels of Testing
Confidence Expanded

The GI-4000 utilizes state of the art
Lithium-Ion battery technology, allowing
up to 12 hours of continuous use on a
full charge. Verification speed has been
significantly improved, resulting in some
cases, speed increases of up to 90
times faster. A new enhanced and more
user friendly menu system requires
fewer key stokes, hence speeding up
the overall verification process.

The KobetronTM GI-4000 expands the
testing of game programs in storage
devices and provides five (5) levels of
testing confidence:

PHONE: (850) 939-5222

Memory Devices
SIMM Modules
Memory Sticks
Micro Controllers
CompactFlash Cards
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FAX: (850) 939-0490

critical 3rd Party verification of game
data without divulging sensitive data. The
multiple methods of verification including
Bit by Bit compare detect incorrect data,
thus providing conclusive results. Each
approved game program can be verified
for compliance before and after inserting
the program into gaming devices. This
assures that only approved programs are
residing in Game Machines providing a
complete audit trail.

Technical Specifications
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Kobetron 4 digit signature
Kobetron 8 digit signature
Kobetron 40 digit signature
SHA-1 40 digit signature
Bit-By-Bit Compare
E-MAIL: sales@kobetron.com

Supports 2716 thru 27322
Dimensions: 7.13” x 4.5” x 2.06”
Weight: 1.5 Lbs.
Case, Charger & Battery included
AC Adapter (Optional)

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
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